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Analysis of muscles behaviour.
Part I. The computational model of muscle

WIKTORIA WOJNICZ*, EDMUND WITTBRODT*

Mechanics and Strength of Materials Department, Mechanical Engineering Faculty,
Gdańsk University of Technology, Gdańsk, Poland.

The purpose of this paper is to present the computational model of skeletal muscle, which was treated as the structure of different
mechanical properties. The method of identification of those properties is described in detail. In addition, the method of quantitative and
qualitative verification of this model is proposed. Applying this computational model, the forces of real muscles can be evaluated without
using any optimization technique. Such an approach will be described in the part II of the paper.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the mathematical modelling is more
and more frequently used in research of the behaviour
of biological systems, especially in the process of
rehabilitation, in medicine and sports biomechanics.
The reason for this is the need for identification and
connection of the series of phenomena occurring in
the living form. In the majority of cases, the direct
measurements of data that describe those phenomena
cause disturbances of organism’s functions or perma-
nent damage to its organs. For that reason the mathe-
matical modelling has been used during the identifi-
cation of cause-and-effect relationships. It consists in
creating the computational model of the phenomenon
examined, identifying its parameters and performing
the computer simulation of its behaviour. The correct-
ness of the computational model proposed results
from the verification, i.e. the comparison between
numerical simulation outcomes and the data measured
by the methods that do not affect the function of or-
ganism.

From the mechanical point of view the behaviour
of striated skeletal muscle (being further named the
muscle) is frequently modelled by using the Hill-type
muscle models (van der BOGERT et al. [1], CAMILLERI
and HULL [2], GARNER and PANDY [6], LEMOS et al.
[10], MEIJER et al. [14]). Due to this approach the phe-
nomenon of contraction can be described on a macro-
scopic or microscopic level. On a macroscopic level
a real muscle is treated as the whole and its computa-
tional model is composed of several different
rheological elements (predominantly of elastic, vis-
coelastic and forcible character) that describe me-
chanical properties of muscle based on the following
parameters: the peak isometric force, the optimal
muscle-fiber length, the fiber pennation angle, the
tendon slack length and the maximum intrinsic short-
ening velocity of muscle (DELP [4], GARNER and
PANDY [6]). The values of the parameters are evalu-
ated in accordance with given assumptions by using
the data obtained from cadaver measurements.
Moreover, this way of modelling requires both static
and dynamic characteristics of each real muscle being
modelled. Both characteristics cannot be determined
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based on the muscles belonging to the real muscles’
group and that is why they are inputted as analytical
functions (LEMOS et al. [10], CAMILLERI and HULL
[2], REHBINDER and MARTIN [17]).

Within the last few years, using the finite element
method, there were created models describing the
behaviour of muscle on a microscopic level (van
DONKELLAR et al. [5], JOHANSSON et al. [9], LEMOS
et al. [10], YUCESOY et al. [22]). In this method, the
muscle is treated as the area of discretized continuum.
In this approach, we have to evaluate a large number
of material constants that cannot be directly deter-
mined in the alive muscle having anisotropic proper-
ties. Moreover, static and dynamic characteristics of
isolated muscle are used for the description of finite
element viscoelastic properties. The adjustment of
both characteristics that are on a macroscopic level to
a microscopic level is still a troublesome problem.

Considering the above mentioned problems, we
can see that there is still the demand for computational
models of muscle that permit us to reflect the truthful
mechanical properties of alive muscle and the meth-
ods of identifying its parameters.

The main goal of this paper is to present: 1) a new
approach to modelling the muscle behaviour, 2) a com-
paratively simple method for identification of muscle’s
computational model parameters, which can be used for
alive muscles; 3) the method of quantitative and qualita-
tive verification of the muscle model proposed.

2. The computational model
of muscle

Based on the physiology of a real fusiform muscle
(figure (A)), in which serially linked parts can be dis-
tinguished, the computational model of muscle was
created. These parts have different viscoelastic prop-
erties, because they contain dissimilar quantities of
tissue fluids. In figure (B), the rheological muscle
model is presented. It is composed of two passive parts
(modelling the action of tendon insertion I and tendon
origin V ) and three active parts (modeling three con-
tractile parts of belly – II, III, IV ) (WITTBRODT and
WOJNICZ [18], WOJNICZ and WITTBRODT [19],
WOJNICZ [21]). Their elastic properties are repre-
sented by the stiffness coefficients K = {K0, K1, K2,
K3, K4}, and viscous properties – by the damping co-
efficients L = {L0, L1, L2, L3, L4}, thus reduced masses
of these parts are expressed by the mass coefficients
m = {m0, m1, m2, m3, m4}. In the active parts of mus-
cle’s belly (II, III, IV ), there were placed force ele-

ments generating two internal forces of opposite di-
rections: )(1111 tww PP =  and )(1212 tPP ww −=− ; )(2121 tPP ww =

and )(2222 tPP ww −=− ; )(3131 tPP ww =  and )(3232 tPP ww −=− .
The displacements of reduced muscle mass elements

)}(),(),(),(),({)( 43210 txtxtxtxtxtxx ∈=  reflect the
displacements of the points that are the boundaries
between the chosen parts of a real muscle. The junc-
tion of tendon origin with the non-movable basis
models the fixing of a real muscle to an immovable
bone. The external force Pext = Pext(t) can be applied to
the tendon insertion I (which is fixed to the moving
bone). This force is always directed to the elongation
of muscle and never causes its active contraction (be-
cause only force elements can cause this behaviour).

The fusiform muscle: A) the real form, B) its rheological model,
C) the example of simulation of behaviour of muscle model,

for which the following data were used:
K = {31000, 5000, 1500, 5000, 31000} N/m,

L = {3100, 500, 150, 500, 3100} N·s/m,
m = {0.00005, 0.01187, 0.076, 0.01187, 0.00011} kg,

,N)25.0(30)1.0(30ext −⋅−−⋅= ttP σσ

,N)4.0(5)00001.0(532311211 −⋅−−⋅==== ttPPPP wwww σσ

N)4.0(10)00001.0(102221 −⋅−−⋅== ttPP ww σσ

It should be noted that the proposed computational
model of muscle ensures different forces at the tendon
origin V and the tendon insertion I which is in agree-
ment with the experimental data reported (MASS et al.
[12], [13]).

If the behaviour of muscle model is consistent with
the physiological behaviour of the alive muscle, we
can assume the restrictions of the displacements x, their
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velocities ∈= )(txx &&  )}(),(),(),(),({ 43210 txtxtxtxtx &&&&& ,
the force )(insins tFF =  acting in the junction of the ten-
don insertion with the belly and the force )(oror tFF =
acting in the junction of the tendon origin with the belly:

)()( 100100ins xxKxxLF −⋅+−⋅=− && , (1)

wPxxKxxLF 32343343or )()( +−⋅+−⋅= && . (2)

During numerical simulations the confirmation of
the state of muscle model (i.e., whether this model is
in the “admissible state”) results from the examination
of fulfilment of the above-mentioned restrictions.

3. The identification
of parameters

The identification of the parameters of muscle model
is based on the evaluation of its stiffness K and damping
coefficients L. It has been assumed that the viscoelastic
properties of non-excited muscle model are the same as
those of the excited muscle model. Moreover, these
properties are constant during each little lengthen-
ing/shortening of real muscle under consideration.

The mass coefficients m can be estimated on the
basis of muscle geometric and mass dimensions by
using computed tomography or magnetic resonance
imaging or USG technique (NARICI [16], DANIEL et al.
[3]). After that three-dimensional images of muscle and
the data of dimensions/mass/volume/density of its parts
might be obtained. These data are the basis for: 1) the
virtual dividing of this muscle up into parts; 2) the
evaluation of their masses m; 3) the determination of
points indicating boundaries between chosen parts.

The coefficients representing viscoelastic proper-
ties must be evaluated within the range of the length
of real muscle belonging to the muscles’ group under
examination and the muscle must be kept inactive. In
an initial state of identification, the length of the mus-
cle fixed to the bone reaches its minimum, while in
a final state, this length reaches its maximum. Then
the input data i.e. identified parameters, are as fol-
lows: the displacements of chosen points lying on
the real muscle x, their velocities x& , their accelera-
tions )}(),(),(),(),({)( 43210 txtxtxtxtxtxx &&&&&&&&&&&&&& ∈=  and the
external lengthening force Pext.

The process of identification is carried out in two
stages. During the first stage the muscle is subjected to
stepwise lengthening several times from the initial state
to the final state due to the action of the external force
Pext, which is the step increasing function. During the

second stage this muscle is subjected to stepwise short-
ening several times from the final state to the initial
state caused by the external force Pext, which is the step
decreasing function. Based on the single-step length-
ening/shortening of the muscle, the stiffness and
damping coefficients are evaluated. The number of
stepwise lengthening/shortening of muscle, occurring
several times, influence the accuracy of evaluating its
viscoelastic properties depending on the length and the
kind of work performed by the muscle parts. It is worth
noticing that this accuracy also depends on the preci-
sion of measurements of kinematical and forcible data.

The single step i-th lengthening/shortening of mus-
cle is held at the time interval [ti–1; ti]. During this inter-
val the length of muscle is being changed from li–1 to li
due to the action of the external force Pext influencing
the tendon insertion. The value of this force is being
increased/decreased stepwise from Pext(ti–1) to Pext(ti).

At the boundary times ti–1 and ti, the muscle is in
a steady state: the displacements of chosen points are
constant, their velocities and accelerations equal zero,
i.e. ))(( 1

1
−

− = i
kik Ctx  ))(( i

kik Ctx =∧  ∧=∧ − )0)(( 1ik tx&
∧=− )0)(( 1ik tx&&  )0)(( =ik tx&&  for 4,3,2,1,0=k , where
)const( 1 =−i

kC    )const( =∧ i
kC . At the time ti, one can

evaluate the stiffness coefficients ( pK0 , pK1 , pK2 ,
pK3 , pK4 ) that describe elastic properties of this mus-

cle in the defined range of its length ],( i1i ll − , by using
the following system of equations:
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where:
p
kK  (k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) – the stiffness coefficient,

p – the kind of work performed by muscle (the
stiffness coefficients p

kK  for p = w are the coefficients
during the lengthening of muscle, thus for p = s during
the shortening of muscle).

For the purpose of evaluating damping coeffi-
cients at the time interval [ti–1, ti] the kinematical
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and forcible data must be defined at the time
);( 1 iim ttt −∈ . It is worth noticing that damping coef-

ficients can be evaluated when the velocities of
chosen points located on the real muscle are differ-
ent from zero. This situation can exclusively happen
during the dynamic process. Then at the time tm, the
damping coefficients ( pL0 , pL1 , pL2 , pL3 , pL4 ) that
describe viscous properties of muscle in the defined
range of its length (li–1, li] can be evaluated from the
following system of equations:

where:
p
kL (k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) – the damping coefficient,

p – the kind of work performed by muscle (the
damping coefficients p

kL  for p = w are the coefficients
during the lengthening of muscle, thus for p = s during
the shortening of muscle).

Taking into account physiological alterations in
the real muscle (the fatigue, the change of its proper-
ties, e.g., as a result of relaxation of force/length) its
mechanical properties can be changed. Therefore the
parameters of muscle model should be defined under
firmly fixed conditions (the proper temperature,
moisture and pressure) in a possibly short time pe-
riod.

4. The identification of
muscle model internal forces

The internal forces in the muscle model can be
identified, provided that its parameters have been
evaluated and the following time-dependent experi-

mental data have been obtained: the displacements x
of chosen points placed on the real muscle, their ve-
locities x& , their accelerations x&&  and the value of the
external force extP .

At the initial stage of this identification, the inter-
nal forces are defined by using the model of muscle
generating balanced forces. If for this model these
internal forces cannot be uniquely evaluated, they
must be defined by using the model of muscle gener-
ating unbalanced forces.

4.1. The model of muscle
generating balanced forces

The model of muscle, in which each force element
generates two internal forces having the same magnitude
but the opposite direction, is named the model of muscle
generating balanced forces, i.e. === www PPtP 1111 )([

]12
wP  ∧  )([ 2 tPw  = wP2  = wP21  = ]22

wP  ∧  )([ 3 tPw  = =wP3
wP31 ]32

wP= . This model might be used if the unique so-
lution of the following system of equations exists:
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4.2. The model of muscle generating
unbalanced forces

In this model, each force element generates non-
equal internal forces ( wwwwww PPPPPP 323122211211 ,,,,, ). Its
rheological representation is shown in figure (B), and
its mathematical form is described by the following
system of five differential equations:
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For the purpose of a unique evaluation of the
system of equations (6) it has been assumed that in
the force elements of muscle’s model part III, the
same internal forces are generated )(21 tPw  = )(22 tPw  =

)(2 tPw  wP2= . This assumption is based on the physi-
ology of a fusiform muscle: the number of contrac-
tile fibers in the high and low sections of the middle
part of the real belly are approximately the same.
Aiming at determining five unknown internal forces

),(11 tPw  ),(12 tPw  ),(2 tPw  ),(31 tPw  )(32 tPw  generated at the
time t, the following system of five equations must
be solved:
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)(tPp  – the passive component that is evaluated at
whichever time t by using measured kinematical data
of muscle insertion (its displacement x0, velocity 0x&
and acceleration 0x&& ),

)(tPa  – the active component dependent on five cal-
culated internal forces ),(11 tPw  ),(12 tPw  ),(2 tPw  ),(31 tPw

),(32 tPw

A0, A1, A2, B0, Bi, si, Di1, Di2, Di3, Di4, Di5 (i = 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) – the coefficients dependent on the
mass coefficients m, stiffness coefficients K, damping
coefficients L and the kind of work of muscle parts
(lengthening or shortening).

5. The method of verification
and the example simulation

The proposed model of muscle allows the quanti-
tative and qualitative verification to be carried out.
The quantitative verification consists in comparing the
following data measured and calculated in computer
simulation: 1) the displacements x of points placed on
the muscle surface, their velocities x&  and accelera-
tions x&& , 2) the forces in the tendon insertion )(ten_in tP
and the tendon origin )(ten_or tP :

)()( extten_in tPtP = , (10)
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4444 xKxLtP ⋅−⋅−= &)(ten_or . (11)
In order to register timing displacements of chosen

points one can use markers (e.g. fluorescent polysty-
rene spheres or sonographic crystals) glued to the
muscle’s surface (van DONKELAAR et al. [5], HUIJING
[8]). Also one can use markers implanted into the
inwards of muscle (LEMOS et al. [10]), but this
method is invasive and might disturb the functioning
of living organisms. Using the dynamometer hitched
onto the tendon insertion one can measure the true
value of the external force Pext (HERZOG [7]).

The qualitative verification consists in comparing
the EMG-signals [de LUCA [11]) measured by inva-
sive or surface electrodes placed on the defined parts
of examined alive muscle belly with calculated inter-
nal forces (see the chapter/part 4).

In order to prove that the muscle model proposed
is “working”, the example of computer simulation
outcomes are presented in figure (C). The outcomes
result in forward dynamic task solving.

6. Conclusions

Treating a real muscle as the structure of different
mass-elastic-viscous properties, which can be contracted
under the action of internal forces, the computational
model of muscle was created. During the identification
of muscle parameters the viscoelastic properties of its
model can be evaluated based on experimental data re-
ferred to timing displacements of markers (attached to
the surface of muscle under consideration) and the force
measured by dynamometer (hitched onto its tendon in-
sertion). Furthermore, reflecting the contractility of mus-
cle fibers, the internal forces generated in force elements
of muscle’s model can be evaluated during the identifi-
cation of internal forces.

This computational model can be used for solving
the forward and inverse dynamic tasks. Restricting
some values of the muscle model (the models have to
be in “admissible states”), it is possible to represent
the working of neural system, which, by means of
sensory organs (muscle spindles and Golgi tendon
organs), keeps the path of the behaviour of all muscles
and tries not to allow their damage.

In our new way of modelling, we can neglect the
series of data describing the parameters of a Hill-type
muscle model that do not reflect the behaviour of
muscles belonging to a real muscles’ group. Moreo-
ver, the proposed method of identification permits us
to simply obtain the parameter necessary for per-
forming the computer simulation.

Using the muscle model proposed, the computational
model of muscles’ group affecting a defined human joint
might be simply created. Therefore the participation of
real muscles in the movement of the joint examined can
be evaluated without using any optimization technique
(this method is described by WOJNICZ and WITTBRODT
[20] in part II of their paper).

The numerical simulations helpful in developing
the method presented in this paper were performed
using the computers owned by “Centrum Infor-
matyczne Trójmiejskiej Akademickiej Sieci Kom-
puterowej” in Gdańsk, Poland.
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